EPC Onboarding Agenda

Monday, April 8, 2024

Attendance: Carlos Mata (Advisor) Lucas Tassoni (Member), Nicholas Hart (Member), and Chheng Lang Ngov (Member)

Absent:

1. Hi’s and Low’s
2. Review Agenda
3. Student Elections Complaint
   1. Complaint (3) – Continuation
      1. There is no evidence linking SJP and Speak Up thus this complaint will be dismissed.
   2. Complaint (4) – Speaker Spoke
      1. No sanctioning against the person who was involved.
         1. Dos can reach out in regard to behavior component of this complaint
   3. Complaint (5+6) – Speaker Spoke
      1. The evidence was not enough to definitively prove that the action was forcing the student to – no students came up to the EPC to inform them this occurred.
   4. Complaint (7) - Speaker Spoke
      1. There is nothing in the EPC that bars the executive board from being campaign workers.
         1. EPC has made the suggestion to look into this further
   5. Complaint (8) – No speaker
      1. Grey Area – No violation
         1. Update on handbook on text messaging and chat group – what can and cannot be said about.
   6. Complaint (9) – Complaint spoke with the EPC Board
      1. Do not have chance to speak about the case
   7. Complaint (10) - Complaint spoke with the EPC Board
      1. Do not have chance to speak about the case
   8. Complaint (11) - Complaint spoke with the EPC Board
      1. Do not have chance to speak about the case
   9. Complaint (12) - Complaint spoke with the EPC Board
      1. Do not have chance to speak about the case
  10. Complaint (13) – Complaint spoke with the EPC Board
      1. Do not have chance to speak about the case
  11. Complaint (14) – Complaint spoke with the EPC Board
      1. Do not have chance to speak about the case
  12. Complaint (15) – Complaint spoke with the EPC Board
1. Do not have chance to speak about the case

13. Complaint (16) – No speaker

1. An organization that is funded by the university.
   1. Tier 1 Warning

4. Unofficial election Results:
   1. Will send vote records later this week for review
   2. Ratification will be done via online